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Reflected light intensity-modulated continuous
liquid level sensor based on oblique end face

coupling optical fibers
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Abstract—A light intensity-modulated optical fiber sensor for
continuous level measurement is proposed and demonstrated. The
sensor is constructed by vertically arranging groups of fibers on
the oblique surface which reflects all the incident light when the
fibers are in the air but a small proportion of light when the
fibers are immersed in the liquid. In order to implement easy
modulation and detection, the angle of oblique surface is specially
designed to get the maximum intensity modulation according
to Fresnel reflection. The fiber groups consist of emitting and
receiving fibers, which are tightly fixed to make it easy to detect
reflected light based on side coupling effect. The calculation
model of the oblique structure and the light path simulation by
finite element analysis are used to optimize the oblique angle and
prove the feasibility of the sensor. Gradient level experiments and
stability tests in the laboratory indicate that the sensor has high
sensitivity of 0.21mW/cm, superior resolution and good stability.

Index Terms—continuous liquid level measurement, Fresnel
reflection, oblique end face fiber, maximum intensity modulation,
side coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IQUID level measurement plays a fundamental and im-
portant role in many fields involved with liquid storage,

liquid material supply and liquid level monitoring. In chemical
industry, the volume ratio of reactants determines the results of
reaction process. In aircraft, more accurate control of the fuel
level [1] not only increases the aircraft effective payloads but
also ensures a safer flight. The measurement of liquid level
is in universal demand in all fields of life and production,
especially in the industrial automation process, which requires
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both high accuracy and commendable adaptation to extraor-
dinary circumstances. Considering the safety requirements for
flammable and explosive environments, the optical fiber liquid
level sensors have attracted lots of interests due to their distin-
guished advantages over the mechanical or electrical ones such
as intrinsic safety, fast response, electromagnetic immunity,
chemical erosion resistance, compact size and lightweight [2].

During the past decades, numerous optical fiber based liquid
level sensors have been proposed. In general, these sensors
can be categorized into two types, the discrete or point and
the continuous liquid level sensors.

The discrete liquid level sensors are typically operated
based on intensity modulation by measuring the optical power
change in reflection or transmission through the sensor head.
There are sensors with prisms [3]–[5], oblique end face fibers
[6], semi-circle sintered fiber node [7], hemispherical fiber tip
[8], angled and retroreflecting-type fiber tips [9].

The continuous liquid level sensors work on the principle
of either wavelength modulation or intensity modulation. The
well known wavelength modulation techniques include fiber
Bragg gratings (FBGs), long period gratings (LPGs) and modal
interferometer. FBGs are sensitive to surrounding liquid level
variance assisted with post-processing techniques of removing
a part of the fiber cladding by side-polishing [10], and hy-
drofluoric (HF) acid etching [11] or using tilted FBG [12] and
hollow core FBG [13]. The LPGs have been demonstrated
for liquid level sensing because of their inherent sensitivity
to external refractive index (RI) by propagating core mode
to cladding modes [14]–[16]. The sensors based on modal
interferometer have been proposed with different structures.
There are single-mode fiber (SMF) spliced to no-core fiber
(NCF) with coated mirror at the other end [17], SMF-NCF-
SMF [18], [19], SMF-dual side-hole fiber-SMF [20], SMF-
HCF(hollow core fiber)-SMF [21], [22], SMF-NCF-D-shape
fiber-NCF-SMF [23], SMF-MMF(multi-mode fiber)-thinned
fiber-SMF [24],SMF-MMF-SMF [25] and MMF-NCF-MMF
[26]. Although the sensitivities of the wavelength-modulated
sensors are high, the wavelength processing depends on
complicated technology or instruments like optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) and their measurement ranges are limited to
several centimeters including high cross response to tempera-
ture and RI.

The plastic optical fibers (POFs) are widely used in
intensity-modulated liquid level sensors with much larger
measurement range. The POFs can be decladded [27], removed
with a portion of the core [28], twisted with scattering particles
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in the core [29], twisted with two coupled POFs [30] and glued
with two parallel POFs [31]. However, the continuous liquid
level sensors based on POFs usually have weak effective light
signals and are susceptible to high temperature, which limits
their applications in many fields.

In order to develop a liquid level sensor capable of working
in harsh environments with large measurement range, inspired
by our previous work [6], a novel light intensity-modulated
oblique fiber continuous level sensor is proposed based on
Fresnel reflection. The sensor has an oblique end face with two
columns of oblique fibers, one as the emitting fibers and the
other as the receiving fibers. The incident light in the emitting
fibers is reflected back by the oblique end face and then is
transversely coupled into receiving fibers. Different proportion
of light will be reflected when the fibers are in the air and
liquid. The specific angle of the oblique surface is designed
based on Fresnel reflection to get maximum light intensity
modulation. The feasibility of the structure is confirmed by
finite element analysis of COMSOL Multiphysics simulation.
A series of experiments have been carried out and the results
verify that the sensor has high sensitivity and good stability.

II. PRINCIPLE

The proposed continuous level sensor is based on intensity
modulation of reflected light. When a light is incident on the
surface between different medium, the light can be resolved
into the combination of two orthogonal linear polarization
components called S polarization and P polarization [32]. The
S polarization refers to the wave component whose electric
field normal to the plane of incidence and the magnetic field
in the plane of incidence. The P polarization is the wave
component orthogonal to S polarization. Described as Fresnel
reflection [33] in Eq.(1), the effective reflection Re f f is the
average of the two polarization coefficients Rs and Rp , which
are determined by the RI of the exterior n2 and the incident
angle θi .
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The prototype of the sensor is shown in Fig.1 and its
oblique surface with groups of oblique fibers is vertically
placed into liquid. The sensitive part consists of an oblique
surface, light modulation and coupling segments and a cavity
for fibers distribution. Each group of oblique emitting and
receiving fibers works as a sensing unit. When liquid contacts
the oblique surface, some groups of fibers are immersed and
the light reflectance Rliquid , according to Fresnel reflection,
is weaker than that of fibers in the air Rair . The more fibers
are immersed, the smaller the total reflected light intensity
is, summarized mathematically as Eq.(2), where H is the
height of oblique surface and h is the height of the immersed

Fig. 1. Prototype of the continuous level sensor based on oblique end face
fibers

surface. It is easy to deduce that it is the light reflectance
difference of fibers in the air and fibers immersed in the liquid
Rair − Rliquid that determines the sensitivity of total reflected
light Rtotal vs liquid level h. The light intensity modulation
depth M(θi) = Rair −Rliquid is used to analyze the sensitivity,
which is only related to θi after n1,n2 are determined. The in-
fluence of different RI of measured liquid n2 will be discussed
later by experiments. In order to implement a continuous level
sensor with high sensitivity to level variance, the M(θi) should
be as big as possible.

Rtotal = Rliquid ×
h
H
+ Rair ×

H − h
H

= Rair −
(
Rair − Rliquid

)
×

h
H

M(θi) = Rair − Rliquid

(2)

The curve of M(θi) vs θi is shown in Fig.2 and the preferred
value of M(θi) should be at the peak area. Because the incident
light does not travel in line but in conical, the incident angle
θi is always a range not a value. Hence, a relatively big θi
variance range from θimin to θimax is selected, and θimin = 37.9◦
is the peak point of the curve.

Fig. 2. Light intensity modulation depth vs incident angle when n1 =
1.63, n2 = 1.33
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The light path diagram in Fig.3 shows the light propagation
inside the oblique end face fiber group. Because of the light-
emitting angle, the path in the diagram is the borderline of a
bunch of light. θi is determined by the geometry parameters of
the sensor, α and θ. The restriction on the light traveling angle
α comes from the light-emitting angle θs and total reflection
condition of the fiber core and cladding. The restriction on
the oblique angle θ comes from the optimal θi mentioned
above and the backward direction of reflected light. Because
the reflected light should propagate backward and should not
leak out from the oblique surface, the maximum angle between
the reflected light and the horizontal line, θr = 2θ + α, should
be less than 90◦. Eq.(3) summarizes the relationship among
α, θi, θ, where ncore,nclad and nair are the RI of fiber core,
cladding and air, ncore is 1.63, nclad is 1.51 and nair is 1.

θ
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θb θr

Fig. 3. Light path inside the oblique fiber group

The red line illustrates the light path of the reflected light
coupling and backward traveling inside fibers. Some of the
red lines reflected by the wall reach the oblique surface
again. In order to protect them from escaping outside, their
incident angle θb should be bigger than the critical angle.
The relationship among the geometry angles is summarized
in Eq.(4). After calculation of substituting Eq.(3) into Eq.(4),
α is 2.9◦, θ = θimin + α is 40.8◦, and the range of θi is from
37.9◦ to 43.7◦. According to the relationship between light
emitting angle and light traveling angle, θs is 9.46◦. Up to now,
the geometry parameters of the sensor have been confirmed
and θs = 9.46◦, θ = 40.8◦ guarantee a maximum reflected
light intensity modulation. Because many groups of fibers
are used to ensure large measurement range, the diameter
of the emitting fiber bundle is as big as 1cm. Usually, the
surface light source can be used to provide area lighting but
its emitting angle is too big compared with θs = 9.46◦, which
produces different reflection from expectation. A solution is
the light pipe placed between fiber bundle and surface light
source to absorb the light of big emitting angle.
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In order to measure the reflected light with a structure
matched method, oblique receiving fibers are employed to
interact with the reflected light inside emitting fibers based
on side coupling effect, which makes easy detection. When a
waveguide gets close to another, periodic exchange of energy
between coupled waves takes place along the direction of
wave propagation and eventually the two fibers have almost
the same light. To validate the feasibility of this simultaneous
interrogation method, the simulations of light path and light
intensity detection by finite element analysis are performed.
The prototype of calculation model is shown in Fig.4. Iden-
tical to the geometry parameters mentioned above, groups of
emitting and receiving fibers are combined together on the
40.8◦ oblique surface. To simplify the model, each oblique
fiber group has a light source and a photoelectric power meter
at the flat end instead of only one light source and detector
for all fibers. The incident light travels inside emitting fibers
at the angle of 2α = 5.6◦.

Fig.4b,4c shows the light path of light reflection and cou-
pling inside the model with the help of COMSOL Multi-
physics. When light propagates through the oblique end face,
the reflected light behaves differently between fibers in the air
and fibers in the liquid. In the air, all the incident lights are
reflected back into emitting fibers and then are coupled into
receiving fibers. But most incident lights leak out for the fibers
in the liquid. All the reflected lights are coupled into receiving
fibers and interrogated by the detector.

In Fig.5a, we set the time when the light sources start to emit
light as the coordinate origin point and plot the interrogated
light power as time goes by until the light power becomes
stable. It is clearly shown that the reflected light power when
fibers are totally in the air of 0.58mW is about 80 times
as big as that when fibers are in the liquid of 0.0076mW,
which confirms the modulation principle. The oblique angle
θi is the major contributing factor to maximize light intensity
modulation and the simulation of different θi around the
optimal θi = 40.8◦ has been conducted to compare their
modulation depth Rair−Rliquid . It is clear to find out in Fig.5b
that the angle of 41◦ produces the maximum modulation,
which coincides with the deduction. The received light power
of different liquid levels is shown in Fig.5c. The light power
becomes linear weaker when increasing the liquid level from
bottom to top.

To sum up, the continuous level sensor measure liquid level
according to the different reflected light intensity loss. An
oblique end face with a specific oblique angle is employed
to achieve the maximum refection difference. Such difference
is interrogated with the help of receiving fibers. The feasibility
of the structure has been confirmed by finite element analysis
through COMSOL Multiphysics simulation.
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(a) prototype (b) light reflection (c) light coupling

Fig. 4. Prototype of the oblique structure and light path simulation in COMSOL

III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup of the continuous level measurement
is shown in Fig.6. There is a COB (chip on board) light source,
a light power meter, a scaled container, a precise pump, and
the liquid level sensor. The sensor is vertically attached on
the wall of a liquid container. The light modulation element is
the 5mm wide oblique surface with groups of oblique fibers
vertically arranged on. Every group of emitting and receiving
fiber is sealed by the shell with high reflectance to protect
light inside from escaping outside. The height of the probe
is the desired range of the sensor. When light from COB
light source propagates into the emitting fibers, the light is
restricted inside emitting fibers until it reaches the oblique end
face where a part of light is reflected back into emitting fibers
and then coupled into receiving fibers. The commercial light
power meter (PM200 produced by ThorLabs) interrogates the
reflected light intensity simultaneously and displays the value
on the monitor.

The multi-mode silica fibers used in the sensor are produced
by Nanjing Chunhui Science and Technology Industrial Co.
Ltd. The multi-mode silica optical fiber has a diameter of
50um, with the RI of fiber core as 1.63 and the RI of
fiber cladding as 1.51. Its numerical aperture is 0.64. The
transmission efficiency of light intensity inside the fiber is
≥ 80% per meter.

In the preparation stage, we keep the sensor vertically
fixed on the container, run the sensor for 10 minutes before
measuring liquid level, add liquid to the bottom of the sensor
and adjust the light coupling to be optimal. Then, we can
increase the liquid level with the help of a pump at a full
speed of 0.13mm/s, and write down the output of light power
meter corresponding to the level. The recording procedure will
be repeated when decreasing the level.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the sensor is attributable to many
factors. In the experiments, the working conditions such as
different RIs of the measured liquid and temperature are

tested as well as the light fluctuation of light source and the
property of the detector. The characteristics of the sensor,
such as linearity, resolution, sensitivity, and stability, have
been experimentally tested and improved to guarantee high
performance.

To evaluate the characteristics of the sensor, a series of
gradient level experiments have been conducted. The light
power meter is PM200, a commercial optical power and energy
meter produced by ThorLabs which works well within the
temperature range from −10◦C to 70◦C with high accuracy
of ±0.2% full-scale and 16 bit analog-digital converter. In the
process of increasing and decreasing liquid level in step of
1cm, the acquired reflected light power is recorded when it
becomes stable. The procedure is repeated for 10 times and
the average values of 10 light power data at each level have
been calculated. It can be deduced from the results shown in
Fig.7a,7b that the light power decreases when level increases,
which is consistent with expectation. The uncertainty (differ-
ence between the measured output and the expected output
marked as black line) at every level is expressed as the blue
error mark on the black line. The maximum uncertainty is
0.0899mW at the level of 5cm in the level decreasing process
and it is about 1.3% of the maximum output.

The reversibility of the sensor can be seen from the av-
erage output light power difference at the same level in the
experiments of increasing and decreasing of the liquid levels
shown in Fig.7c. Because of liquid residual on the oblique
surface which reflects less light when fibers are in the air, the
outputs at the same level in the increasing process are bigger
than those in the decreasing process. The oblique surface and
surface polishing are contributive to reduce the adhesion and
the outputs have a maximum difference of 20uW which is
small and acceptable compared with the output of operation.
As a whole, the reversibility of the sensor is satisfactory as
well as the hysteresis.

As summarized in Eq. (2), the sensitivity of the sensor is
proportional to the modulation depth M(θi). Thanks to the
maximum modulation depth optimal θi principle mentioned
above, the sensitivity, corresponding to the slope of the curve
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Fig. 5. Light intensity detection in COMSOL

shown in Fig.7a,7b, is as big as 0.21mW/cm. The high
sensitivity brings good resolution to the sensor. From 32mm
to 37mm, a more slight gradient level experiment in step of
0.2mm has been conducted to find out the sensible minimum
variance and the results are shown in the subfigures of Fig.7a,
7b. Because of the light source fluctuation of 10uW, only
the output variance over 10uW caused by the level change is
acceptable. A minimum level variance of 0.4mm is evidently
sensed. As a matter of fact, the resolution of the sensor is
related to not only the oblique angle θi of the oblique surface,
but also the luminous power of the COB light source. A
high power light source is helpful to increase the received
effective light power caused by level variance and improve
both sensitivity and resolution.

0

5
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15

light power meter

light source

20

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for continuous level measurement

The output of the sensor is the sum of the reflected light
power from submerged fibers and exposed fibers. Mathemat-
ically, according to Rtotal = Rair −

(
Rair − Rliquid

)
× h/H,

the reflected light power vs level is linear. The actual linear-
ity of the sensor can be seen from the curves of acquired
outputs drawn in black and fitting curves drawn in red in
Fig.7a,7b. The linearity is poor. The situation is caused by the
nonconsistency of the incident angle for every emitting fiber
because the light source beam angle is big, which results in the
small incident angle for center fibers while big incident angle
for around fibers. Different incident angles lead to different
reflections. A good solution to the nonlinearity is the mixture
of fibers position by distributing the center fibers and around
fibers all over the oblique surface instead of a gathering part
and vice versa.

The influence of different liquid RIs has been tested by
using water, 16.7% NaCl solution, and Jet A-1 fuel. The
experimental results of increasing and decreasing the level
every 1cm in different liquids are shown in Fig.8. At the start
point when oblique fibers are exposed to the air, the reflected
lights are almost the same. At the end point when oblique
surface is totally immersed, the differences between different
RIs are big. As expected, for the liquid with RIs of 1.33, 1.375
and 1.45, the liquid with higher RI has a weaker reflection
at the same liquid level, because the liquid with higher RI
reflects less light. Besides, the liquid with higher RI shows
higher sensitivity according to the quicker attenuation of the
curve of RI=1.45.

To test the stability of the sensor, a series of tempera-
ture shift, time drift, and light source stability experiments
are carried out. In the temperature shift experiments, only
the air and liquid are set to the specific temperatures, the
light power meter and the light source are kept in room
temperature. From 10◦C to 70◦C with step of 10◦C, the
outputs in Fig.9 show an obvious variance of 0.3mW, which
equivalent to over 1cm level uncertainty. Because liquid RI
and fiber transmission property generate different influences
on the reflection of incident light at different temperatures,
the effect of temperature is complex and interconnected with
a variety of experimental conditions. From the principle of
temperature and liquid RI, the rising temperature leads to the
attenuation of liquid RI, which brings more reflection when
the sensor works in the high temperature liquid. According
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to the bottom curve in Fig.9a, when the sensor is totally
immersed in the liquid, the output increases more quickly
than half immersed, which follows Eq.(2). The output barely
changes when the sensor is in the air because total reflection
has occurred and the temperature shift makes no difference
to the fiber transmission property. This experiment proves
that the output is temperature dependent but the property of
fiber is independent with temperature. The results of another
experiment to test the influence of different temperatures on
the output of the gradient level are shown in Fig.9b. In this
experiment, liquid level increases and decreases at different
temperature of 10◦C,30◦C,50◦C,70◦C. If temperature is higher,

the output at the same liquid level is bigger and the sensitivity
is smaller, which is identical to the effect of low RI liquid.
Hence, the change of liquid RI caused by temperature plays the
leading factor in the temperature shift. It can be deduced that
the sensor is temperature independent except for the change
of RI caused by environment temperature. Because of the
linearity between RI and sensor output, the calibration of
eliminating the effect of temperature is easy to realize.

Non-stop running for half an hour, the output voltage in
Fig.10a gradually increases to a stable value of 3.25mW.
According to the same variance trend of the light source
beaming power in Fig.10b and received reflected light power in
Fig.10a, it can be concluded that the time drift output is due to
the shift of the COB light source. We have also investigated
the property of the COB light source and found out that a
pre-run time about 10 minutes is needed for the first start
because the temperature around is affected by the COB, which
in turn affects the light intensity until the temperature and
light intensity come to a balance. Hence, turning on the light
power 10 minutes before using it is a good way to achieve
good stability. A further study of compensation for light source
fluctuation will be focused. In the temperature shift and time
drift experiments, the sensing capability and the health of
oblique end face are not affected by temperature and other
conditions. However, the environmental experiment with long
time and severe conditions should be considered in the future.

V. CONCLUSION

An oblique fiber continuous level sensor based on the
modulation of reflected light intensity has been proposed
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Fig. 9. Temperature shift experiments

and demonstrated. The sensor is constructed by vertically
arranging groups of oblique fibers on the oblique surface,
whose fabrication is simple and cost-effective. The oblique
structure is the core of the sensor. The specific oblique angle
deduced from the calculation model not only guarantees the
maximum light modulation depth to improve sensitivity, but
also reduces the droplet adhesion on the sensor surface. Be-
sides, the reflected light from oblique surface can be detected
by the side coupling effect with parallel attached receiving
fibers. As the sum of the weak reflected light from immersed
fibers and big reflected light from the fibers in the air, the
acquired reflected light power is linear inversely proportional
to level. A simulation by finite element analysis and a series
of experiments confirm its feasibility and good stability. The
sensor is sensitive to the variance of liquid level with the
resolution of 0.4mm and high sensitivity of 0.21mW/cm.

Generally speaking, the proposed sensor, with a simple
structure and regular equipments, archives pretty good per-
formance in sensitivity, stability and anti-interference ability.
The measurement range can be enlarged by reducing the
width of the oblique surface. A better prospect in liquid level
measurement is expected.
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